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Japan colored by ４Ｋ
Cable4K is the unified 4K UHD channel on cable TV network in Japan.

Each program was produced by nationwide local cable TV stations.

On air 365 days with beautiful images to spread the charms 

of each region throughout Japan.

Cable Nippon's Treasure of the country

CABLE NIPPON

Cable Nippon is a thematic documentary series about 
little gems from all over Japan produced by regional 
cable stations presenting their beloved local communities.

12 episodes per serious / available in 4K

Japan Cable & Telecommunications Association

Beauty of Japan

Different regions proudly present their beautiful 
landscapes and cultures.

Craft Masters of Japan

Presenting the works of art by traditional craftsmen 
and artisans across the country.

Food Japan : Season 1

Presenting seasonal specialities, traditional 
food culture across the country.

Food Japan : Season 2

Presenting a variety of "tastes from Japan" 
with beautiful images.

Matsuri Japan : Season 1

Presenting festivals and rituals across the country, 
featuring their origins and people who 
support their traditons.

Matsuri Japan : Season 2

Supported by

Discover various Japanese festivals full of energy, 
emotion and beauty through magnificent
4K images.

Beauty of JAPAN 2018

Foreighners living in Japan introduce the tresures of 
the country through their lyfestyle and the connection 
to the local community. 12 episodes/25min

©JCTA

©JCTA©JCTA

©JCTA©JCTA

©JCTA©JCTA

12 episodes/26min12 episodes/30min

12 episodes/25min12 episodes/25min

12 episodes/25min12 episodes/25min ※ Original programs were filmed in 4K-UHD but we can deliver the same programs in 2K(HD) format.



Akita

※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018. ※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018.

Nagano

"SUP" is a new water sport booming recently. In this serious, Ritsuko Tanaka the 

chairman of Japan SUP Yoga Association cruises by SUP, does yoga on the board. 

This healing program will make you feel like time goes by a bit slower than usual.

SUP Travel With Ritsuko Tanaka Season.2 OUTDOOR Shizuoka 
Pref., etcAkita Hot Spring Journey Akita

pref.

LOCAL
GUIDE

HOT
SPRINGS

SuwaSPA!- Encouragement for Onsen - Nagano
pref.

HOT
SPRINGS

Shizuoka

Aichi

©TOKAI Cable Network

TOKAI Cable NetworkProduced by

24min or 25minLength

27 episodesSeries*

KATCH NetworkProduced by

26min - 30minLength

34 episodesSeries*

FEEL LIKE TRAVELING! Aichi 
Pref., etc

This travel program presenting places referring to a "Kanji" character introducing 

landscapes, culture and local residents. The host IRENE shows you many charming 

places in Aichi and other prefectures.

©2018 KATCHNETWORK Inc.

Cable         recommended programs

It's a series of programs presenting great hot springs in Akita prefecture from 

renowned hot springs to secret locations. You will discover a variety of Akita's proud 

spa locations.

©Cable Networks Akita Co.,Ltd.

Cable Networks AKITAProduced by

15minLength

11 episodesSeries*

This series introduce hot springs in Suwa area of Nagano prefecture.

Detailed information will be reported such as minerals in hot springs, equipments 

and amenities in a dressing room.

©2018 LCV Corporation

LCV CorporationProduced by

14min or 15minLength

19 episodesSeries*

※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018. ※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018.

Check out sample programs ▶https://vimeo.com/channels/1311143



Nagasaki

Kinki areaTokushima

Toyama

Check out sample programs ▶https://vimeo.com/channels/1311143

※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018. ※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018.

※ The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018.

Discovering Local Ingredients Kinki
area

NAGASAKI Aqua Walk Nagasaki
pref.

Sora Tabi : Traveling in Tokushima by drone Tokushima
pref.

FOOD/
CULTURE

BEAUTIFUL SCENERY/
AERIAL SHOTS

BY DRONE

NATURESoul of a Craftsman Ⅱ : Toyama Artisan Toyama
pref.CRAFTSMANSHIP

This program focuses on traditional vegitables, fruits, seafood and other food 
produce that have been lovingly protected, grown and raised by the people in
each region; presenting the characteristic features of each ingredient, the history
of their cultivation, and various traditional dishes in which they are used.

©ZTV Co., Ltd.

ZTVProduced by

13minLength

33 episodesSeries

This series observes a variety of aquatic life in the sea and rivers in Nagasaki 

prefecture together with aqua nature observer Takuro Nakamura.

©Nagasaki Cable Media Inc.

Nagasaki Cable MediaProduced by

14min or 15minLength

37 episodesSeries*

Tokushima prefecture is rich in nature. Seeing it from the sky, you discover 
something new that you have never seen. Let’s travel a variety of areas in 
Tokushima with a drone to present its charms from a different angle.
Popular series with its mixture of drastically beautiful image and stylish music.

©CATV tokushima Co.,Inc.

CATV TOKUSHIMAProduced by

10minLength

19 episodesSeries*

This serious introduces the craftsman of Toyama; delving deep into their way of life, 
and the tremendous pride that they take in their work as craftsman with its brisk 
editing. Spin-off work of this series "Pride of Craftsman in The Background" has won 
the 4K grands prix of Japan Cable TV program awards 2018. 

©Cable Television TOYAMA Inc.

Cable Television TOYAMAProduced by

20minLength

16 episodesSeries*

Cable         recommended programs



Jonathan is a British photographer who fell in love with 
the city of Kurashiki, Okayama. He takes you on a tour 
introducing the culture, tradition and industry of 
Kurashiki by meeting local people.

Okayama pref.

Okayama

©Kurashiki Cable Television

Tochigi

Aichi Tokushima

Nagano

* The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018. * The number of episodes per serious is as of the end of Nov 2018.

2017 Slackline Worldcup Japan "FULL COMBO"
Walkabout Kurashiki
with Jonathan

Tochigi pref.

Tochigi Town Drama
"Story Street!"

"Random Hunter" Tries Full Length
Walking of Shikoku 88
Temple Pilgrimage

Nagano
pref.

Professional Wrestling Festibal 2018
～BEST OF SUPER LOCAL WRESTLING～

Nationwide

SPORT
DRAMATRAVELOGUE

2017 Slackline Worldcup Japan "FULL COMBO" was held in Obuse town in Nagano 

prefecture known as the sacred place of Slackline. Don't miss the tricks performed 

one after another.

Goolight/JDSProduced by

60minLength

2 episodesSeries

Kurashiki Cable TelevisionProduced by

30minLength

6 episodesSeries

©Tochigi machi drama production unit

CableTV Co,LtdProduced by

15minLength

10 episodesSeries

This serious shows you a number of famous classic cars collected in 
Toyota Automobile Musium in Nagakute City, Aichi Prefecture.
It fully makes you feel the bress of  legendary cars including historical 
backgrounds, unknown stories, running scenes and engine sounds.

Aichi pref.

©Himawari Network

Timeless Cars
FAMOUS

CAR

Himawari NetworkProduced by

15minLength

29 episodesSeries*

A young comic duo named "Random Hunter" had a hesitation and 
anxiety for the future in their mind. They tried Shikoku 88 temple 
pilgrimage by complete walking of full length 1200km. What kind of 
changes will raise in their mind through the pilgrimage ?

Tokushima pref.

©CATV tokushima Co.,Inc.

TRAVELOGUE/
VARIETY SHOW

CATV TOKUSHIMAProduced by

28minLength

19 episodesSeries

©Japan Slackline Promotion Organization

The first admission free professional wrestling event in Japan chaired by 
professional wrestler Keiji Muto. This event was held to discover new wrestlers and 
make them debut to the mainstream in collaboration with indies professional 
wrestling leagues intended for contributions to the local community.

Ina Cable Television/JDSProduced by

30minLength

5 episodesSeries*

©Japan Digital Serve

SPORT/
ENTERTAINMENT

This serious consist of tear-jerking but sometimes 
heartwarming 10 episodes set in beautiful landscape in 
the original state and the old town with traditional 
atmosphere of Tochigi city.

Check out sample programs ▶https://vimeo.com/channels/1311143Cable         recommended programs


